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Book 4 in Nicholas Sansbury Smith&apos;s bestselling, award-winning & top-rated Extinction Cycle
series____________________________There&apos;s a storm on the horizon...Central Command
is gone, the military is fractured, and the surviving members of Team Ghost, led by Master Sergeant
Reed Beckham, have been pushed to the breaking point. While the strong return to the battlefield,
the wounded are forced to stay behind on Plum Island and fight their inner demons.Betrayed by the
country they swore to defend and surrounded by enemies on all sides, Team Ghost has one
mission left: protect Dr. Kate Lovato and Dr. Pat Ellis while they develop a weapon to defeat the
Variants once and for all. But after a grisly discovery in Atlanta, Kate and Ellis realize their weapon
might not be able to stop the evolution of the monsters.Joined by unexpected allies and facing a
new threat none of them saw coming, the survivors are running out of time to save the human race
from extinction.
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This is possibly the most intense Sci-Fi book I have ever read. I couldn't put the book down or stop

reading. I found myself short of breath because I was so engaged in the intense battles told within
the storyline. It is an unbelievably suspense filled story.As Dr. Kate Lovato continues to work on the
new bioweapon to kill the variants the few surviving military teams are discovering new things about
the mutant variants that make them even more afraid of their future. The variants are evolving,
mutating and getting bigger, smarter and more intelligent. They are evolving capabilities in weeks
instead of thousands or millions of years. They are developing gills and adapting to the seas and
they are even mating and their new offspring are growing and maturing in weeks not years. Kate is
concerned that the variants or their newborn are evolving so quickly that they will be immune to her
new bioweapon before she can even complete its production into a weaponâ€¦â€¦Delta Team Ghost
joins forces with the Variant Hunters to seek out and capture a variant newborn and kill as many
Alpha variants as they can find. Time is of the essence as the human population left on Earth has
declined to a few million survivors and they will not last long as they are outnumbered hundreds or
thousands to one. Not good odds if you want to avoid extinctionâ€¦â€¦This book is just continuous
action. The scenes and scenarios written by the author are intense and shocking. This book had me
on the edge of my seat for hours. I don't normally read so called zombie books and prior to this
series I only have read Apocalypse Z, World War Z and the series entitled The Strain.
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